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there's also somenon-game related informationfrom the pokemon company, includingpokemon themed
items,pokemon trading card game cardsandamusement park ridesas well as ashort history of pokemonand the

company itself. as you can probably guess, there's apokemon trading card game sectionthat will cover everything
you need to know about how the game works, including a great deal of rules information, card stats, new card

types, and more. this section is also where you can find information on thepokemon trading card gamewebsite and
even pokemon trading card game magazine. the third section of the guide deals withthe pokémon on the

guidebookitself. this includes thebackground storyfor each of the seven legendary pokémon and the history of
their development, as well as brief information on how to catch them. as the name implies, this section of the

guide is all about the game'sbattle system. each individual pokemon in the game is much different than the ones
that come from the main series games. while the fire redseries will be getting two new additions,the alolan

species, to its roster in the near future, the game features abattle systemthat's not much different from the main
series games and is more focused on team battles. this section is the place to go for information on how to

playteam battlesand everything else you'll need to know about the battle system.
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When the player encounters their first Skyla, they're sent to a Pokemon center that helps to heal
their Pokemon and earn exp for interacting with the other trainers of the game. When the player

travels to the center to reset their Pokemon, they are asked to answer some simple math questions
to earn a prize for their efforts. If the player completes the questions in time, they will receive a free

TM. Every Pokemon game has its own particular flavor, which is why there's no one recipe for
success. With that being said, however, the one certain fact that can be used to separate the good
from the bad is the presence or absence of gyms. InPokemon Fire Red, the only place that the gym

leaders reside is in the gym on Route 202. The gameplay inPokemon Fire Redis pretty
straightforward, with a handful of random encounters with other trainers thrown in for good

measure. Each of these trainers has their own personality, and their own reasons for coming face-to-
face with your Pokemon. Some trainers have a genuine dislike of a particular type, and if youre

looking to hold some serious grudges, you should keep that in mind. When the player first starts out
of the gates, they may encounter a Pokestop, which is akin to a portable vending machine. The
player can purchase items here, and also release six of their Pokemon for the purpose of being
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healed and leveled up. Theres just one catch to getting these little guys well enough to be used. To
do so, you'll need to head over to Professor Oak's lab. This is also where the player picks up the

message that they've caught a strange Pokemon, meaning they're ready to join the world of
Pokemon. After this, players have the opportunity to send one of their Pokemon to evolve at Oak's

lab, where they're given a choice of three Pokestops. 5ec8ef588b
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